Anexia opens largest data center out of Europe

- Thousands of servers in Nord Virginia
- Launch Customers serve the aviation, legal, scientific research, and federal sectors

Klagenfurt/Manassas, 28.07.2017 – The Austrian Hosting and IT company Anexia has opened its 85th data center location. Located in Northern Virginia, near Washington D.C., thousands of servers now provide both American and international customers premium hosting services supported by 2 megawatts of power. Launch customers serve the aviation, legal, scientific research, and federal sectors. The Northern Virginia facility is our 12th location in North America and largest worldwide.

The data center in Manassas is located in Northern Virginia, one of the largest and most vibrant data center markets in the world: “With the data center in Northern Virginia Anexia has found the perfect location on the US east coast for a modern data center, offering both managed hosting and colocation services. This facility gives us the possibility to expand even further on the American market. With 2 megawatts of available power, it is already our largest data center worldwide, and we are starting with a large number of dedicated servers as well as an impressive list of launch customers”, says Adam Rogers, Managing Director of Anexia Inc., the American subsidiary of the Austrian IT company.

About Anexia
Anexia was founded in 2006 by Alexander Windbichler in Klagenfurt, Austria. The IT service provider is offering high-quality and individual cloud- and managed hosting solutions as well as individual software and app development. Anexia is also running its own, independent data centers. With more than 170 employees in ten offices in Europe and the USA, Anexia has over 80 international server locations and is attending to 10,000 active customers. More information: www.anexia-it.com/en
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